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US weapons from Ukraine end up in
the hands of protesters in France –
Le Figaro
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Protesters in France may be
holding rifles supplied to the Kiev
regime by the United States last
summer. According to Le Figaro,
protesters have already opened
fire on police officers in Lyon, with
seven wounded.

During the mass clashes in France,
protesters began using firearms. In
Lyon, according to a French newspaper,
seven police officers suffered gunshot
wounds.
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At the same time, the situation in France
continues to deteriorate. According to
BFMTV, 1,311 people were detained on
Friday night into Saturday, 406 of them
in the capital. Some 2,400 people have
been detained since the unrest began.
As for property damage, the Interior
Ministry counted 2,560 fires in public
places, 1,350 cars set on fire and 234
buildings. Footage shot over Marseille,
which is shrouded in black smoke from
the fires, has gone around the world.
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“Two modified large-calibre
rifles by Accuracy International
were seized from the rioters.
The same rifles were supplied to
Ukraine last summer,” the paper
said.
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